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Magnetism of Nd3¿ ions in Nd5Rh4Sn10
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In the family of rare-earth transition metal silicides, compounds belonging to the seriesR5Ir4Si10 ~whereR
is a rare-earth element from Dy to Lu and Y! exhibits multiple phase transitions. However, there exists a series
R5Rh4Sn10, which can only be formed with light rare-earth elements from Ce to Nd. In this work, we report
detailed resistivity, susceptibility, magnetization, heat-capacity, thermal expansion, and magnetoresistance
studies, which suggest that the Nd31 moments undergo unusual magnetic orderings in a single crystal of
Nd5Rh4Sn10. A second-order magnetic transition at 7.15 K is followed by a first-order transition below 6.15 K
that results in a huge heat-capacity peak of 100 J/mol K. The two transitions are strongly suppressed by a
magnetic field~4 T! along thec axis while they are only weakly influenced by fields as high as 16 T in the
basal plane. Moreover, the magnetoresistance data along thea and c axes from 1.5 to 15 K in fields up to
18 T revealed a giant positive magnetoresistance along thea axis below 6 K and clear evidence of a meta-
magnetic transition along thec axis. We attribute this unusual magnetic behavior to the unique crystal structure
of this Nd5Rh4Sn10 compound with its three different Nd sites.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.184402 PACS number~s!: 74.70.Ad, 74.25.Bt, 74.25.Ha
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Ternary rare-earth silicides and germanides of the t
Sc5Co4Si10 (P4/mbm) ~Refs. 1 and 2! show the coexistence
of magnetism or superconductivity with possible charge d
sity wave ordering at high temperatures.3,4 It turns out that in
these compounds, the 3d atoms possess no magnetic m
ment. However, they participate in building up a high dens
of states at the Fermi level which is responsible for the
perconductivity. One of the interesting features of this str
ture is the absence of direct transition-transition metal bon
The transition metal atoms are connected to each other e
through a rare-earth or Si atom. This is in marked contras
the cluster-type superconducting compounds such
RMo6S8 and RRh4B4 which have been studied in gre
detail.5 Earlier studies6,7 showed that it was possible to form
the R5Rh4Sn10 ~5410! series with light rare-earth element
Recent studies in polycrystalline Nd5Rh4Sn10 ~Ref. 7! indi-
cated an unusual magnetic ordering of Nd moments. Prel
nary studies8 on a crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 reconfirmed the
polycrystal data and suggested additional measureme
With a view to understanding the magnetism of Nd m
ments, we now report detailed resistivity, susceptibili
heat-capacity, thermal expansion, and high-field magnet
sistance behavior~1.5–15 K! along thea and c axes of a
well-characterized single crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10.
0163-1829/2001/63~18!/184402~7!/$20.00 63 1844
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A high-quality single-crystal sample has been synthesi
using a Czochralski single-crystal apparatus descri
elsewhere.9 Powder x-ray diffraction measurements show
that the sample Nd5Rh4Sn10 has a tetragonal structur
(P4/mbm) with no impurity phases. The lattice parametersa
and c are found to be 13.912(1) Å and 4.591(1) Å, r
spectively. The single-crystalline nature of the sample w
verified using the Laue diffraction technique. The crys
structure of this compound is illustrated in Fig.
Nd5Rh4Sn10 adopts the Sc5Co4Si10 (P4/mbm) type
structure1 where Nd atoms occupy three different sites
which Nd~1! has the highest local symmetry with its fourfo
axis and the nearest Nd neighbor of Nd~1! lying along thec
axis (4.591 Å). The two Nd~1! atoms are connected vi
short bonds to the Sn atoms and form a chainlike struc
along thec axis. The Rh atoms separate the Nd~1! chains
from the Nd~2! and Nd~3! atoms. The latter are connected
each other via short bonds and as a first approxima
Nd5Rh4Sn10 can be visualized as one-dimensional~1D!
chains of Nd~1! atoms, which are embedded in a network
closely bonded Nd~2! and Nd~3! atoms.

The temperature dependence of the dc susceptibilityx)
and isothermal magnetization were measured using a c
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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mercial superconducting quantum inferferrce dev
~SQUID! magnetometer~MPMS 5! from 2 to 300 K. The
resistivity was measured using a four-probe dc techni
with contacts made using silver paint on bar-shaped crys
of length 6 mm cut along thea andc axes. The temperatur
was measured using a calibrated Si diode~Lake Shore Inc.!
sensor. The sample voltage was measured with a nano
meter~model 182, Keithley! with a current of 5 mA provided
by a current source~Hewlett Packard! with 20 ppm stability.
All the data were collected using an IBM-compatible PC/A
via IEEE-488 interface. The relative accuracy of the res
tance measurements is 50 ppm while the accuracy of
absolute resistivity is only 5% due to errors in estimating
geometrical factors. The heat capacity in zero field and
fields up to 10 T between 0.4 and 35 K was measured w
an accuracy of 2% using an automated adiabatic heat p
calorimeter using a3He Oxford cryostat. A calibrated RuO2
resistance thermometer was used as the temperature sen
this range. Magnetoresistance measurements were ca
out in another high-field~18 T! Oxford 3He system.

The temperature dependence of the inverse dc magn
susceptibility (xdc

21) of a crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 along thea
and c axes from 2 to 300 K is shown in Fig. 2. The low
temperaturex behavior along the respective axes is illu
trated in the inset. The data along thec direction clearly
show a peak at 7.15 K, which indicates the antiferromagn
ordering of Nd31 spins below this temperature. A sharp dr
in susceptibility is observed at 6.15 K, which is followed b
a gradual decrease inx down to 2 K. In contrast, suscept
bility along thea direction is large, further increases rapid
below 7.15 K, and finally shows a tendency to saturate at

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Nd5Rh4Sn10 at 295 K. The Nd atoms
have three inequivalent sites, which are marked 1, 2, and 3. The
cell is also shown in the figure. Note that there is no direct Rh-
nearest-neighbor contact.
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temperatures. This can be ascribed to ferrimagnetic orde
in the ab plane. The magnetization data along thea and c
directions support this view. Isothermal magnetization m
surements along thea and c axes are shown in Fig. 3. Th
magnetization (Hia) is linear in H at 25 K, indicating the
paramagnetic nature of the sample, while a nonlinear dep
dence ofM on H beginning at 9 K implies the contribution
of field-induced magnetic correlations abov
T1(57.15 K). Note that a large residual ferromagnetic m
ment of 1.2mB is already present at 6.8 K which increases
2.2mB at 5 K. However, the linearM vs H behavior (Hic) at
9 K indicates the presence of a paramagnetic state with
any significant field-induced moments at this temperature
must be said that the nonlinear behavior observed at 6.
agrees with the notion of antiferromagnetic ordering. Mo
over, theM vs H data at 4.8 K show a slight upturn aroun
1.4 T which could be assigned to a weak metamagnetic t
sition which becomes fully developed at 3 T. Note that t
M -H curve at 4.8 K intersects theM -H curves at 6.8 K and
9.8 K at 3.0 T and 2.8 T, respectively. The magnetizat
values decrease at lower temperatures, signifying that s
of the spins are flipped away from thec axis below 6.15 K.
To observe a metamagnetic transition at 3 K~similar to that
at 4.8 K!, one requires a field of more than 5 T. The magn
tization data indicate that the Nd31 spins align ferrimagneti-
cally within the ab plane while an antiferromagnetic a
rangement is favored along thec axis.

The high-temperature (100 K,T,300 K) susceptibil-
ity along thec axis is fitted to a modified Curie-Weiss ex
pression which is given by the relation

nit
h

FIG. 2. Variation of the inverse susceptibility (x21) of a single
crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 from 2 to 300 K. The inset shows the low
temperaturex21 data with a slope change around 7.15 K along t
c axis. There is an abrupt fall inx(T) near 6.15 K, which probably
suggests a first-order transition. Note that the transition along tha
axis appears to be ferrimagnetic and there is no sharp fall at 6.1
2-2
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x5x01
C

~T2up!
, ~1!

whereC is the Curie constant which can be written in term
of the effective moment as

C~emu/mol K!5
me f f

2 x

8
, ~2!

where x is the concentration of Nd ions (x55 for
Nd5Rh4Sn10). The values ofup and me f f are found to be
215.4 K and13.9mB , respectively. Slightly lower value
(213.5 K and13.8mB) are obtained from a similar fit to
the data along thec axis. The value ofx0 is estimated to be
about 21.631024 emu/mol, which emphasizes the loc

FIG. 3. Isothermal magnetization of a single crystal
Nd5Rh4Sn10 at different temperatures. The usual linearM vs H plot
at 25 K along thea axis aboveTN suggests paramagnetism while
is strongly nonlinear at 9 K due to field-induced magnetism alo
thea axes~see also in Fig. 1 wherex data exhibit a large anisotrop
below 15 K!. The induced moment increases at low temperatu
However, there is no induced magnetism along thec axis. A meta-
magnetic transition along thec axis occurs at 4.8 K. Note that th
magnetization decreases at 3.0 K along thec axis since the Nd spins
are pulled away from thec axis towards theab plane.
18440
moment nature of Nd31 spins. The estimated effective mo
ment of 3.9mB is slightly higher than the free ion moment o
the Nd31 ion (3.6mB). This suggests the contribution from
conduction electrons of the Rh band to the effective mome
Below 100 K, thex data show a deviation from the modifie
Curie-Weiss relation which could be due to the presence
crystal field contributions. It is rather surprising that there
almost no anisotropy inx above 15 K, while it is consider-
able below this temperature. It could be accounted for
crystal field effects and the peculiar alignment of the Nd31

spins belowTN which will be discussed later.
The temperature dependence of the resistivity (r) of

Nd5Rh4Sn10 along thea andc axes is shown in Fig. 4. The
insets show the low-temperaturer data in an expanded scale
The r data show a change of slope at 7.15 K which is t
antiferromagnetic ordering temperature (TN) of this sample.
This is in accordance with theTN value obtained from thex
data. The resistivity along thec axis is 3 times larger than th
resistivity along thea axis. This is in contrast to the absenc
of any anisotropy inx(T) above TN . In the temperature
range (10 K,T,30 K), the temperature dependence ofr
could be fitted to theT2 dependence which suggests that t
spin fluctuations play a dominant role in scattering the c
duction electrons. We also observe a shallow minimum
r(T) around 10 K, which could possibly be ascribed to t
presence of magnetic superzone effects. Such effects are
seen in pure Nd metal10 as well as in Dy5Ir4Si10 compound,11

which is structurally similar to Nd5Rh4Sn10. However, de-
tailed neutron scattering measurements are needed to co
this conjecture. The possibility of the Kondo effect as t
cause for the resistivity minimum can be ruled out beca

g

s.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistivity (r) of a
single crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 from 2 to 300 K. The inset shows th
low-temperaturer data from 2 to 30 K. A small kink inr near 7.15
K in the inset indicates antiferromagnetic ordering (TN) in this
compound. Note the sharp fall inr(T) near 6.15K signifying a
first-order transition (T2).
2-3
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of the low x0 value and the absence of a minimum inr(T)
when the antiferromagnetic transition is quenched above
along thec axis. There is a sudden jump in the resistiv
data below 6.15 K which is also present in thex data along
the c axis. We attribute this behavior inr to a first-order
magnetic transition possibly involving an incommensura
to-commensurate transition at 6.15 K. We have confirm
the first-order character by the observation of a small hys
esis in ther data via a cooling and warming cycle~not
shown!. Further, heat-capacity measurements~discussed be-
low! also support this conclusion.

The temperature dependence ofCp from 0.4 to 20 K of
Nd5Rh4Sn10 at various applied magnetic fields alonga andc
axes is shown in Fig. 5. The inset gives the low-tempera
Cp data forH54 T along thec axis. In the absence of
magnetic field, theCp data show two large peaks at 7.15
and 6.15 K, respectively. The first peak at 7.15 K (DC

FIG. 5. Plot ofCp vs T of a single crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 at
various magnetic fields from 2 to 40 K forHia ~upper panel! and
Hic ~lower panel!. The inset in the lower panel shows the same p
from 2 to 10 K for H53.5 and 4 T. A reasonable jump of 2
J/mol K at the first transition implies bulk magnetic ordering (TN)
of Nd31 spins. However, the huge spike~100 J/mol K! at 6.15 K
indicates that the lower transition (T2) can only be ascribed to a
first-order transition. The inset also displays the absence of m
netic transitions at 4 T in comparison with the two transitions ob
served at 3.5 T.
18440
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528 J/mol K) unambiguously establishes the bulk magne
ordering of the Nd31 ions. But an even larger and sharp
peak (DC5100 J/mol K) at 6.15 K shows evidence of firs
order antiferromagnetic ordering in the absence of a str
tural transition~inferred from powder x-ray data at low tem
peratures! at this temperature. Heat-capacity measureme
in magnetic field in both directions are also shown in F
Fig. 5. The data clearly show that both transitions hav
strong field dependence in thec direction and vanish above
field of 4 T. In theab planeCp has a weak field dependenc
and exists for fields up to 10 T. The magnetic contribution
the heat capacity~which is obtained after subtracting th
measuredCp data from that of La5Ir4Sn10) suggests that the
increase in the entropy at high temperatures (T.15 K) rep-
resents a contribution from crystal field effects. The to
entropy belowTN is found to be 5 J/mol K, which is almos
equal to the value ofRln2 and this indicates that the groun
state is a doublet. Preliminary calculations support this vi
and the next excited state is also a doublet with a separa
from this doublet ground state of approximately 50 K. D
tailed calculations of the crystal field contribution to the he
capacity, susceptibility, and resistivity require a detail
model which will be published elsewhere. From the hig
temperature heat-capacity data (10 K,T,25 K), we esti-
mate the Debye temperature for this sample to be 300 K,
the g value is of the order of 200 mJ/Nd mol K2 which is
very large and the reason for this large value could be att
uted to the possible small splitting of the crystal field leve
However, detailed inelastic neutron scattering measurem
are needed to confirm whether the crystal field states ind
contribute to this largeg value.

Figure 6 illustrates the thermal expansion (D l i / l i) data
along thea andc axes from 5 to 300 K. The two insets sho
the same data, which elucidate the two antiferromagn
transitions. We define the thermal expansion as

D l i / l i5@ l i~T!2 l i~4.5 K!#/ l i~4.5!. ~3!

The upper and lower insets show the low-temperature d
along thea andc axes, respectively. The thermal expansi
is nearly linear in a temperature down to 100 K and devia
from linearity below this temperature.D l a / l a is always posi-
tive and continues to decrease towards zero down to 4.5
whereasD l c / l c becomes negative below 70 K and increas
slowly towards zero at 4.5 K. The arrows marked in t
upper and lower insets indicate changes inD l a / l a and
D l c / l c values, which signify the observed magnetic tran
tions. Figure 7 displays the temperature dependence of
thermal expansion coefficient@a5d(D l / l )/dT# from 4.5 to
100 K. The upper and lower insets show the low-temperat
data spanning the phase transitions along thea and c axes,
respectively. The sharp anomaly at 6.15 K and the br
anomaly at 7.15 K clearly portray the first- and second-or
natures of the magnetic transitions. The temperature de
dence ofaa is quite similar to the observed anomaly in th
heat capacity.

Figure 8 shows the field dependence of the resistiv
(r(H)# along thec axis at different temperatures of a sing

t

g-
2-4
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crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10 from 1.5 K to 15 K. It can be clearly
seen that the magnetoresistance decreases by 25% at 10
T515 K which is well above the ordering temperature
7.15 K. Moreover, the transition at 7.15 K is antiferroma
netic in nature which is expected to exhibit a positive ma
netoresistance. The negative magnetoresistance aboveTN re-
flects the reduction of spin disorder scattering due to fi
alignment of the moments in the paramagnetic state.
reduction inr(H) progressively increases and reaches ne
50% at 10 T forT58 K. However, forT<6.15 K, there is
an abrupt jump inr(H) and the field at which the step occu
increases as the temperature@wherer(H) is measured# de-
creases. We attribute this jump to the occurrence of a m
magnetic transition along thec axis ~see also Fig. 3!. After
the jump,r(H) starts to increase as a function of field
contrast to its behavior forT.6.15 K. In addition, the func-
tional dependence@r(H) vs H# for T,6.15 K is different
from that ofr(H) for T.6.15 K. All of the above observa
tions are consistent with occurrence of a metamagnetic t
sition beginning around 2.5 T along thec axis below 6.15 K.
We wish to point out that the magnetoresistance data cle
display a metamagnetic transition below 6.15 K as compa
to the magnetization data shown in Fig. 3. The jump inr
observed at 3.2 T forT51.4 K rapidly moves down to 0.7 T
at T56.0 K.

The field dependence of resistivityr(H) along thea axis
at different temperatures for a crystal of the same batch f
1.5 K to 15 K is also shown in Fig. 7. AtT515 K, r(H)

FIG. 6. Plot of the thermal expansion data of a single crysta
Nd5Rh4Sn10 along thea andc axes from 4.5 to 300 K. The uppe
and lower insets show the low-temperature data along thea andc
axes, respectively. The arrows indicate the first-order spin reor
tation transition atT2 and a second-order antiferromagnetic tran
tion at TN .
18440
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along thea axis weakly depends on the field unlike ther(H)
along thec axis. However, below 6 K,r(H) ~positive mag-
netoresistance! increases rapidly with field, reaching 200%
@r(B)2r(0)#/r(0) at 3 T and about 300% at 10 T forT
51.5 K. The functional dependence ofr(H) below 6 K has
also changed similar to that along thec axis. It is interesting
to note that the magnetoresistance data atT56.0 K exhibit a
small hysteresis which is absent in all other (Hia,I ia) data.
This could be ascribed to the fact that the spin flip occ
close to this temperature and that could cause the obse
hysteresis. Finally, ther(H) values at different temperature
tend to reach a common value at fields higher than 17 T. T
is attributed to the fact that the magnetization energy at 1
becomes comparable to the thermal energy at these tem
tures.

Our measurements using a single crystal of Nd5Rh4Sn10
suggest that the Nd moments order antiferromagnetic
along thec axis while a ferrimagnetic ordering is observed
theab plane in an applied field of 1 T. The observation of
positive magnetoresistance forT<6.2 K along thec axis up
to the field at which the metamagnetic transition occurs
consistent with the above scenario. However, ther(H) for
T<6.2 K is also positive along thea axis which is not in
agreement with the notion of ferrimagnetism in theab plane.
Generally, in compounds that exhibit metamagnetism,

f

n-
-

FIG. 7. The thermal expansion coefficient of a single crystal
Nd5Rh4Sn10 along thea andc axes from 4.5 to 300 K. The uppe
and lower insets show the low-temperature data along thea andc
axes, respectively. The data along thea axis are a replica of the one
obtained via heat-capacity studies. The broad anomaly at 7.1
and the sharp peak at 6.15 K indicate the magnetic transitions~in-
dicated by the arrows! have second- (TN) and first-order (T2) char-
acteristics at these temperatures.
2-5
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FIG. 8. The magnetoresistance@r(H)# of Nd5Rh4Sn10 from 0 to 18 T at different temperatures alongc ~upper panel! anda ~lower panel!
axes. Large positive magnetoresistance is observed along thea andc axes and it changes to negative magnetoresistance at higher tem
tures (T.8 K). Note that the sharp peak corresponds to the metamagnetic transition along thec axis.
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expects a maximum inr(H) followed by a drop at a critica
field Hc . This is because in a Ne´el model with two sublat-
tices, the dominating effect is the loss of periodicity due t
reversal of moments residing in the sublattice with antip
allel orientation.12 A similar increase ofr(H) up to the meta-
magnetic transition is also expected for ba
antiferromagnets.13 Although a maximum inr(H) is ob-
served in Nd5Rh4Sn10, we also note the subsequent increa
in r(H) in both directions at higher fields. Neutron scatteri
measurements at high fields are required to solve this is
In any case, the magnetoresistance data vividly demons
that the high magnetoresistance@giant magnetoresistanc
~GMR!# is due to the anisotropy and unusual spin arran
ments in Nd5Rh4Sn10.

Our preliminary neutron scattering data indicate that
moments at the Nd~1! site~0,0,0! order antiferromagnetically
in the c direction while the eight spins at other sites, Nd~2!
~0.18,0.68,0.5! and Nd~3! ~0.39,0.89,0.5!, order ferrimagneti-
cally within theab plane. Below 6.15 K, the Nd~1! spin flips
in the direction of theab plane in an alternating manne
This causes the magnetic unit cell to double in thea and b
directions, which is accompanied by a first-order transit
with a huge heat-capacity jump of 100 J/mol K. To expla
the field dependence of the heat-capacity data, we propo
model in which the Nd31 moments strongly align ferrimag
netically within theab plane but this plane is antiferromag
netically coupled to the next plane along thec axis. Such an
18440
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alternate coupling is very weak but capable of inducing
moment reorientation at 6.15 K. However, this weak co
pling along thec axis is extremely susceptible to the applie
field and it can be completely suppressed for fields abov
T. A transition of this kind is quite novel in the study o
magnetic ordering in various rare-earth systems. We cau
that the above-mentioned simple scenario is only one p
sible explanation to account for the various bulk propert
observed in Nd5Rh4Sn10. To understand the suppression
the transition with field alongc axis and to explain the ob
served giant magnetoresistance~positive below T,15 K
along both thea and c axes, and negative forT.6.15 K
along thec axis!, one requires detailed neutron scatteri
measurements on a single crystal both with and without
applied magnetic field.14

In summary, we conclude that the Nd31 moments in light
rare-earth Nd5Rh4Sn10 exhibit unusual ordering due to th
unique 5-4-10 structure with three different Nd sites. It w
shown that the heavy rare-earth compounds of the s
structure (R5Ir4Si10) ~Refs. 3 and 4! display the coexistence
of charge-density-wave~CDW! ordering with superconduc
tivity or magnetism. Although there is no CDW ordering
Nd5Rh4Sn10 ~due to its large volume as compared to that
heavier rare earths!, the occurrence of the sharp first-ord
transition and the giant positive magnetoresistance is pri
rily due to the above-mentioned ordering of the Nd31 mo-
ments.
2-6
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